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SOY SOLVENT 
SS-843 

SAFETY SOLVENT 
ADHESIVE AND TIRE MARK REMOVER 

DESCRIPTION: 
SOY SOLVENT was developed to provide a user-safe and environment-safe product to dissolve adhesives, tire 
marks, and other organic based materials previously cleanable only with petroleum based product. Formulated 
with naturally derived solvents, SOY SOLVENT is not flammable (flash point is 425° F.), has no dangerous 
vapors, evaporates slowly for adequate work time and is without the other problems associated with petroleum 
solvents. SOY SOLVENT may be used for any cleaning job on concrete, stone and masonry that requires good 
solvency, such as tile adhesive and hydrocarbon-based concrete curing agent removal, and removal of tire 
marks, graffiti inks, gums, and glues from concrete warehouse floors and walls. SOY SOLVENT is compliant with 
California Air Resources Board VOC limits for Adhesive and Graffiti Removers. 
 
DIRECTIONS: 
SOY SOLVENT is water dispersible, but will be most efficient when used undiluted. For adhesive, curing agent 
and heavy tire mark removal, apply to the area to be cleaned, allow sufficient dwell time for SOY SOLVENT to 
penetrate and dissolve the material and scrub the area to enhance removal. Wet vacuum dissolved material and 
follow with a thorough cleaning with a heavy duty cleaner/degreaser, such as SURTEC SC-210 diluted 2 -4 
ounces per gallon with water. For spot cleaning spray marks, graffiti or oily soils, apply SOY SOLVENT, scrub  
and wipe with a cloth or a sponge dampened with water. SOY SOLVENT may be diluted with up to 10 parts water 
for cleaning sensitive surfaces (resilient tile, painted or plastic substrates). Always test an inconspicuous area or 
consult SURTEC prior to use. 
 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

COLOR: ..................................................... Clear amber liquid 
ODOR: ....................................................... Mild, vegetable oil  
DILUTION RATE:........................................ Ready to use 
METHOD OF APPLICATION: .................... Solvent proof pump-up sprayer, mop, brush 

HMIS RATING: .......................................... Health = 1  Flammability = 1  Physical Hazard = 0 
COVERAGE (estimated): ........................... 100 to 200 square feet per gallon 
DWELL TIME: ............................................... 
........................................................................ 

5 to 20 minutes or more, depending on type and amount of 
substance (adhesive, tire mark, glue, etc.) to be removed. 

BIODEGRADABLE: ......................................  Yes 

DETERGENT TYPE: ................................. Nonionic 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: ................................. 0.90 / 7.5 pounds per gallon  
FLASH POINT:........................................... 425° F. 

V.O.C. CONTENT: ..................................... Less than 5% 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER:............................ Miscible 
FREEZE/THAW STABILITY: ...................... Protect from freezing 
SHELF LIFE:............................................... Minimum 1 year from date of sale 
PACKAGE SIZE: ........................................ 4 x 1 gallon jugs 
.................................................................... 5 gallon pail 
.................................................................... 55 gallon drum 
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SURTEC warrants this product to be of consistent quality. SURTEC’S warranty is limited to the replacement of product proven defective. The user assumes all other risks and 
liabilities resulting from the use of this product. If you have any questions, please call SURTEC at (209) 820-3700. 

 


